NOTE: No minutes for October – work session with Bob Hardy and Bill Lawrence in attendance. All other members absent.

Meeting of November 11, 2009 – Bob Hardy, Bill Lawrence and Selectman Katherine Dawson in attendance.

Riverfront Park was discussed re Pest Control and Herbicide license necessary for lawn care. Dennis Allen does not have one.

Budget for 2010 discussed. Figures were brought forth and Bob Hardy to set up a budget for the coming year:
Riverfront Park – Maintenance of lawn $6,000; electrical; sewer; water; Dennis’ figures (will need to hire new man); Mango

Island Expenses discussed. Electricity; porta potty; $800. for maintenance of gazebo. Vicy has already sent a thank you to Alan Hartwell. She will ask him to keep Committee apprised of items needing repair, etc. by 9/30. We need this information in order to budget. Eased Edges to be called to see if they can provide us a cost for restoring the gazebo.

Vicy to contact Chief Cormier re the cost of an officer at the 132 ballfield during games. Kids are on roof of building; people walking through and parking cars in cemetery.

Respectfully submitted,

Vicy Virgin
Secretary